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A Study of Positrons from Soviet Nuclear Powered

Satellites as Tracers for MagnetoSpheric Research

Aftsason Rernearch C’o~oration, Loo Alamos, h’.kl 875~~”

ABSTRACT

Two Soviet satellites carrying nuclear reactors operated in circular 790 km orbits (65° inclination)

in 1987 and 1988. Positrons generated in the satellites’ surfaces by the intense reactor gamma

radiation escaped and were trapped for periods of minutes to hours in the geomagnetic field. These

positruns have been observed on many occasions by gamma ray sensors on the SMM satellite (in

500 km orbit) which identify the positrons by the 511 keV gamma rays crea!ed when they annihilate

in the satellite surface. The SMM detector provides a time resolution of 64 milliseccm(!s, It has

recorded positron rise-times of less than 0.5 second (corresponding to about 1 positron gyroradius)

on many occasions as it encounters the low-L edge of positrons injected by the Soviet satellites as

far as halfway around the earth. We are studying the potential of these sharply defined posiiron

shells as nlagnetosDheric tracers and as a means for examining particle diffusion and loss processes.
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INTROD~ JCTION

Soviet satellites powered by nuclear reactor[ have operated in low earth orbits (260 km altitude, 65°

inclination ) for about 20 years. Nuclear radiations from these were first detected by the Gamma

Ray Spectrometer (GRS) experiment on the Solar Maximum Mission (SMhf) satellite in 1980 /1/.

Notable among the GRS signatures of these radiations were enhancements of the count rate of the

.51 Lfe\’ gamma ray channel whose purpose was to study positron annihilation radiation from the

galactic center and from other natural sources. It was ascertained that the .51 MeV ga.rnma ray

enhancements were caused by annihilation, in the SMM satellite’s surface, of positrons em!tted by

the Soviet satellites and trapped in the geomagnetic field /2, 3/.

In February 1!)87 and again in July 1987 the Soviets placed reactor powered satellites in higher

orbits ~i?30 km altitude, 65° inclination). Positrons injected at this higher altitude had a greater

chance to escape scattering and loss in the atmosphere so both the intensity and frequency of

occurrence cf ‘positron events” recorded by SMM increased to new higher levels (see Figure 4 of

/1/).

OBSERVATIONS AND INTERPRETATION

Figure 1 shows positron encounters by SMM during eleven orbits of the earth O* several days in

April 1987. Xfany more encounters were rccordcd during this period but for the purpose of this

report we have selected only some of the most intense evw~t~ displa:” lg the sharp drops and/or

rises swn here. The time resolution of the GRS is 64 rnilliscc.ends and close irtspoction of the ci;ita

shows that the duration of each sharp drop and rise is typically less than 0.5 sec. SMhl was in ii

near-circular orbit (altitude 480 km. inclination 28 dcgrcwi),
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positrons/ hleV/sec at a kinetic energy of a few tenths of an hleV to * 1010 positrons/hfeV/sec

at, 4 hfeV (see Figure 3 of /3/). The gyr~diameter of a 1 MeV positron on these low L-shells

is * 0.5 km, so we consider a “positron shell” to consist of those positrons deposited in a 50 km

increment of L. i.e., within AL = 50/6371 = .00785, Positrons drift westward from the longitude

of their deposition with a speed proportional to their kinetic energy and depending on their pitch

angle as well, (The westward drift speed of a 1 MeV positron is * 0.1 degree per second.)

Positrons drifting westward from their longitude of deposition remain on the L-shell on which they

were deposited, thus forming a westward moving sheil of positrons that also expands westward due

to the velocity dispersion associated with their energy-dependent drift speeds. Positrons are also

lost fr~m the expanding shell by scattering collisions with air molecules in the upper atmosphere,

Just before it crosses the equator Cosmos 1818 spends 8.0 seconds ir. the lowest 0.5 km shell that

it reaches, It spends 3.3 seconds before that in the next-lowest such shell and 2.5 seconds in the

shall before that, In the 20th shell before the lowest (which it crosses 36 seconds before reaching

the equator) it spends only 0.9 second. Thus the time available fc: depositing positrons is by

far the greatest in the few shells near the equatorial crossing. We have used this fact, together

with the positron spectrum mentioned above (Figure 3 of /3/), and the energy-dependent drift

speeds to calculate the evolution of the positron flux distribution westward from the longitude

of an equatorial crossing of Cosm,os 1818 ( Figure 3). ‘1’he curves show, for example, that SMhl,

crossing the Cosmos 1818 minimum L-fihcll ( 16 see) 140 dqpes west of the Cosmos 1819 crossing,

30 minutes after that crossing occurred, would encounter a positron flux of * 10 positrons/cm2-scc.

It wwlld see a flux of only * 0.6 positrons/c m~/sec as it crossed the 1 sec shell about onc minute

earlier,



miuimum value for about five minutes about tcn minutes after Cosmos 1818 reached it and about

60 degrees west of where Cosmos 1818 reached it (t bird panel).

Table 1 lists results of detailed analyses we did of the eleven events in Figure 1. At the left we list

the minimum L reached by Cosmos 1818, the time, t~, when it was reached anti the longitude, @m,

at which it was reached. ?Jext we show the time(s), t,, calculated for SMi\l’s crossing(s) of that

same L value, an? the longitude(s), o., of that (those) crossing(s). Next are shown the observed

time(s), tO, of dropout and recovery of the positron flux at SMhl. (These times are accurate to

* 0.5 second or less). The next-to-last column lists the time differences, tC -- tO, between predicted

and observed positron dropouts and recoveries. The last column lists the azimuthal drift speed

(deg/see) which is (($m - @,)/(tC - t~).

}Ye point out, first, the relative uniformity of the azimuthal drift speeds. The values average about

0.1 degree per second, which is the approximate drift speed of 1 MeV positrons. This is consistent

with the estimated spectrum /3/. The first drift speed of event E2 is notably high, consistent with

the fact that the first peak of that event is small, indicating that there are relatively few positrons

of energy * 4 hfeV in the actual spectrum, again as estimated /3/. l~ote that the observations

described here represent time-of-flight me=urements of positron drift speed and thus of their kinetic

energy. The positrons sampled by SYl\l in any positron shell are quite highly monoenergetic but

with some spread due to the finite range of pitch angles

\Ye next draw attention to the tinm difkrcnccs, /e - (., and note that sornc of these are quite small

(question marks in Events E2 and I’2 denote our inability to (ietcrmine those drop-out times with

the usual *, 0..5 sec. accuracy because of the low instrument count rates), I]ut four cverlts (Cl, ~2,

D, and El ) show large time diffmcnrm, far grcator than the time rcsolutirm of the otmervatir.)ns.

sot{.. l,~{j, t}l;~t ill i,:lcll f,yr,llt !}lt~rv i~ first :i llr~g;ifis(~ {lilr~lr~,tl~~l;kll(] lllf,ll ;l ]J{j,ilivo ({ifT4\rrnct*, ,\

i)cwsihle explanation r~f those systematic diffcr~ncfw is illu Mtr;lted in Figurv h, ‘1’)le later ohservml

llian prwiictml tilno ( 1~, > ‘Ip ) of pohitron dM)p(JUt ifnplioti that A SJI Al’s l(~ngitudf~, tll~ oquutori:d

radius of t}lc nlini mum 1. St]{ ’l] rf’ii(’fl~t(l I)y ( ‘[wItIlr)s lx 1 H (60 (Iflgrws (art hor P;L5t ) is IIot ;LS grr~;it ;IS

t}II~ ttiagrlolir fifll(l tIl(NlfIl prftflicts. ‘]]lf, f~;lr]if,r (,l)sor~f)~l III;LII I)ro{!if’tf,(l tiftlo (’/:, ~ ‘/;, ) r~( pf)sitrf)ll

rf’cf)v~’ry illll~lif’s lIIV 3:1111(1 tllih~l \]l fl)llr (Jf f ]11’$(’l* VCllt S ( ( ‘ ] , ( ‘z, ]) ;Lll~l j’:] ) hllKKPht, t tIP %;LIIIc h4111Sf*
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of diflcrencc in the L-shell structure over that region of the earth (magnetic longitude range N HOO

to * 160° ). The range of discrepancies of the equatorial radius is * 8 to 20 km. Alternatively,

these discrepancies could be due to errors in calculating the satellite positions (although errors of

this magnitude are very unlikely, this matter is being examined), or the result of azimuthal electric

fields (all examples involved positron drifts from N 1800 to * 1300 magnetic local time).

CONCLUSIONS

“!)ositrons generated by Soviet nuclear powered satellites that operated in high ( 790 km) orbit

fcr 17 months in 1987 and 1988, and trapped in the geomagnetic field were detected on many

occasions by the .51 \feV gamma ray channel of the GRS experiment cm SMhl, The shells of

trapped positrons ha,ve si~arp, intense lower edges whwe locations are determined by the minimum

L \@alue reached by the Soviet satellite as it crosses the geomagnetic equator. SMM (in lower orbit

than th~ Soviet satellites) senses the sharp lower edge of the positron belts as sudden dropouts

and sudden recoveries of positron flux, The high time resolution (64 milliseconds) of the S?vfhl

measurements allows location of the minimum L shell to high precision at locations as much as 90

degrees or more in longitude west of the lcngitude of their injection, Thus, discrepancies of the

real mag.rwtic field from the IGRF 1985 model used in the calculations are [JOteX’Itia,ll)/ recognizable,

as are effects of magnetosphcric electric fields, geomagnetic storm perturbations of the magnetic

field and various dispersive effects on the drifting positrons. One set of observations suggests that

discr~pancics in the c?quatorid rii(!ius of L-shells as small as 7 km are easily detectable from the

data.
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FIGURE CAPTIOXS

Fig. 1. A series of positron encounters recorded by the .51 hleV gamma ray channel of the GRS
on SMM in April 1987. Each trace is a record acquired during one complete orbit. Tic marks are
10 minutes apart. The peak positron intensities rise by factors of 10 to 30 above the instrument
background.

Fig. ‘2. .4 sketch of L-shells in the eccentric dipole model of the earth’s magnetic field. Orbits of
Cosmos 1818 (and Cosmos 1867) are shown as well as that of SMM (and another satellite, Ginga).

Fig. 3. Estimated longitudinal distribution of positron flux westward from the longitude of a
Cosmos 1818 equatorial crossing. Curves are shcwn for 10 minutes after the crossing and for 30
minutes after the crossing. In each case the distribution is given for the minimum L shell reached
(16 second residence time) and for the L-sheU crossed about 1 minute before and after the equatorial
crossing ( 1 sec total residence time).

Fig. 4. The top two panels show logarithmic and linear plots of L for SMM and Cosmos 1818
for three hours on April 24, 1987. The curve that reaches the large values of L (top panel) is
for Cosmos 1818. The third panel, DML031G, is the magnetic longitude (measured eastward)
of Cosmos 1818 minus that of SMM. The fourth panel shows the magnetic latitudes of the two
satellites. Cosmos 1818 goes to the higher latitudes. The points that make up th~ curves are one
minute apart.

Fig. 5. An interpretation of differences between predicted and observed times of positron dropouts
and recoveries.



SMM and COSMOS 1818

APRIL 20-29, 1987

L SMM AT SAME L OBSERVED tc -10 (#m – 4,)/

A tc (5, Time (l.) @Q_~

EVENT 1818 MI:’!MUM
L tm

1.10618 16:03:55

1.10405 15:34:42

1.04528 11:14:41

4/20 (A)

4/21 (B)

4/23 (Cl)

100

103

160

16:07:12 81 16:07:08 +4

-2

-47
+37

-16
+19

-14
+14

-19
+17

?

+2

+1
+1

?

-10

-6
+13

.111

.144

.058

.035

.177

.056

.133

.058

.106

.068

.483

.128

.339

.117

.420

.169

.115

15:38:47 77 15:38:49

11:28:55
11:33:21

111
122

11:29:42
11:32:44

4/23 (C2) 1.07141 12:55:50 135 13:00:30
13:07:25

82
98

13:00:46
13:07:06

12:32:59
12:38:2!2

82
96

12:33:13
12:38:15

4/24 (D) 1.06649 12:26:28 138

12:06:01
12:09:01

4/25 (El) 1.06190 11:57:06 142 12:05:42
12:09:18

85
93

4/25 (E2) 1.09360 13:37:53 118 13:39:30
13:44:50

60
72

?

13:44:48

4/26 (Fl) 1.08989 13:08:38 121 13:11:50
13:16:04

60
72

13:11:49
13:16:03

4/26 (F2) 9.5.8 14:49:13
14:50:36

45.2
49.2

?

14:50:46
1.10853 14:48:45

12:44:34
12:46:46

4/27 (G) 1.08567 12:39:22 124 12:44:28
12:46:59

63
69

4/29 (11) 1818 Min L
not reached
by SMM

08:40:12
08:43:11

1,04333 08:18:45
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